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He argues that scholars, editors, historians, religious thinkers, linguists, and literary critics defined themselves in relation to “the last age” or “the age of Elizabeth”. This interdisciplinary study is of interest to cultural as well as literary historians of the eighteenth century. Be Happy!!! !!!No Mirrors below, please! Follow Rules! Welcome to my AH blog! filesionic. depositfiles. Learnings triumph historicism and the spirit of the age. 38. Call Britannias glories back to view Tudor history and Hanoverian historians. 57. The rage of Reformation religious controversy and political stability. 78. The groundwork of stile language and national identity. 97. Studied barbarity Jonson Spenser and the idea of progress. 120. The last age Renaissance lost. 143. Notes. The Elizabethan Age will be remembered for the rise of the English theatre from the small beginning to its greatest height. Play acting became one of the great amusements of the common men. The plays were acted on a platform under the open sky. Shakespeare was a great genius and a master of even trick of stage craft. Music; In the realm of music, England could boast of galaxy of talents. They were William Byrd, Thomas Tallis and Orlando Gibbons. Art: In the Elizabethan Age fine art adorned the art galleries of England. There were a plenty of painters of pictures-like the Earl of Leicester and
Elizabeth's age was treated as a period both chronologically and temperamentally distant from the age of Johnson. More important, eighteenth-century thinkers, by marking the terminus ad quem of the previous age, marked the terminus a quo of their own; their . . .